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Abstract 
Two natural generalizations of knot t heory are t he study of spatially embed-
ded graphs, and Kauffman's theory of virtual knots. In this paper we combine 
these approaches to begin the study of virtual spat ial graphs. 
1. Introduction 
Knot T heory is the study of ambient isotopy classes of circles ( or, for links, 
disjoint unions of circles) embedded in t he 3-space. T here are many ways to ex-
tend t he ideas of knot theory-two natural choices a re the study of spatial graphs 
and Kauffman's t heory of virt ual knots ( [4] ). T he theory of spatial graphs studies 
ambient isotopy classes of general graphs embedded in the 3-space. Kauffman's 
t heory of virt ual knots goes in a very different direction. Any knot can be de-
scribed by its diagram, t he result of projecting the embedding to a plane, re-
taining information about over- and under-crossings. Such a projection can be 
described by its Gauss code- the sequence of crossings as we move around the 
knot. However , there are many more such sequences than there are real knots; 
t he problem of recognizing "realizable" Gauss codes is an old one ([l ], [2], [10]) . 
One motivation fo r virt ual knots is to provide "realizat ions" for t he sequences 
which are not Gauss codes for classical knots. 
It is natural to combine t hese two generalizations. In previous work, t he au-
thors extended the notion of Gauss codes to spatial graphs and looked at which 
codes were realizable by classical spatial graphs. T he goal of t his paper is to 
begin the study of virtual spat ia l graphs, which provide a way to represent t he 
"non-realizable" Gauss codes. 'vVe will give the basic definit ions, a few fundamen-
ta l propert ies, and provide some examples. Fut ure papers will continue va rious 
aspects of t his study, such as looking at t he notion of int rinsic linking in virt ual 
spatial graphs. 
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Figure 1. A graph diagram. 
2. Defining virtual spatial graphs 
2. 1. Definition and Reidemeister moves 
Our definition of virtual spatial graphs is combinatorial , and closely follows 
Kauffman's defini tion of virtual knots ( [4]). First, we recall the definition of a 
classical spatial graph. A graph is a triple G = (V, E , ¢) of a set of vertices V , 
a set of edges E, and a connecting function ¢ : E ----> V x V. Unless otherwise 
stated, our graphs a re connected and directed. A spatial graph is an embedding 
of G in JR3 that maps the vertices to points and an edge (u, v) to an arc whose 
endpoints are the images of the vert ices u and v , and that is oriented from u 
to v . vVe will consider these embeddings modulo equivalence by an ambient 
isotopy. We can always represent such an embedding by projecting it to a plane 
so that each vertex neighborhood is a collection of rays with one end at the 
vertex and crossings of edges of the graph are transverse double points in t he 
interior of the edges (as in the usual knot and link diagrams) ([5]). An example 
of such a diagram is shown in Figure l. Kauffman [5] and Yetter [12] have shown 
that an ambient isotopy for spatial graphs is generated by a set of local moves 
on these diagrams which generalize the Reidemeister moves for knots and links. 
These Reiderneister moves for graphs are shown in Figure 2. The first five moves 
(moves (I)- (V)) generate the rigid vertex isotopy of Yamada [ll], where the cyclic 
order of the edges around each vertex is fixed. l\1loves (I)- (VI) generate a pliable 
vertex isotopy, where the order of t he vertices around each edge can be changed 
using moves (VI). We will need this distinction bet-ween rigid and pliable vertex 
isotopies when we examine in the Yamada polynomial in Section 3.4. 
A virt·ual graph diagram is just like a classical graph diagram, with the ad-
dition of virtual crossings. We will represent a virtual crossing as an intersection 
of two edges surrounded by a circle, with no under/ over information. So we now 
have three kinds of crossings: positive and negative classical crossings and virtual 
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Figure 2. Reidemeister moves for graphs. 
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Figure 3. Ty pes of cross ings. 
crossings (see Figure 3). The idea is that the virtual crossings a re not really 
there (hence the name "virtual" ). To make sense of this, we extend our set of 
Reidemeister moves for graphs to include moves with virtual crossings. We need 
to introduce 5 more moves, (1*)- (V*) , shown in Figure 4. Notice that moves 
(I*)- (IV*) a re just the purely virt ual versions of moves (1)- (IV) ; the move (V*) 
is the only move which combines classical and virtual crossings (in fact , there are 
two versions of the move, since the classical crossing may be either positive or 
negative) . 
There are also three moves which, while they might seem reasonable, are not 
allowed. These forbidden moves are shown in Figure 5. We ,viii explain why 
these moves are forbidden in the next section, when we discuss Gauss codes. 
2.2. Gauss codes 
One motivation for t he study of virt ual spa tial graphs comes from the Gauss 
code of a diagram for a spatial graph. Gauss codes for knot diagrams have 
a long history, and can be generalized to d iagrams of any graph. The Gauss 
code simply records the sequence of (labeled) crossings along each edge of t he 
graph, so abstractly the G auss code is just a set of sequences of symbols from 
some a lpha bet so that each symbol appears twice in the set. Traditionally, t he 
Gauss code is associated with an immersion of a closed curve (or g raph) in t he 
plane, so we begin by looking at t he shadow of our graph diagram , where the 
over/ under information at the crossings is ignored. Figure 6 illustrates how we 
write down the Gauss code for such a shadow. To get t he Gauss code for t he 
original diagram, we can augment the Gauss code for its shadow by recording 
whether each crossing is an over-crossing (o) or an under-crossing (u). If the 
graph is directed (i.e. the edges are oriented), we can also label each crossing 
by its sign, positive ( + ) or negative ( - ) . Figure 7 shows the Gauss code for a 
directed graph diagram. (Clearly, a Gauss code must have the two occurrences of 
each symbol labeled with the same sign, and opposite over/ under information. ) 
(VI*) 
(VII*) 
(VIII*) 
(I*) 
(II*) 
(III*) 
(IV*) 
(V*) 
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Figure 4. Reidemeister moves for virtual graphs. 
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Figure 5. Forbidden Reidemeister moves for virtual graphs. 
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Gauss Code: 
xlH2z 
x2ADCAB2y 
x3FGlw 
ylEDCFG/3w 
y3BEH3z 
w2/lz 
Figure 6. Gauss code for the shadow of a graph d iagram. 
Gauss Code: 
xl uH- 2z 
x2 uA-oD-uC-oA-uB+ 2y 
x3 uF+uG- lw 
yl oE+uD-oC-oF+oG-u/- 3w 
y3 oB+uE+oH- 3z 
w2 of- lz 
Figure 7. Gauss code fo r a graph d iagram. 
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Figure 8 . Examples of Gauss diagrams. 
It is often convenient to look at Gauss codes diagrammatically, using Gauss 
diagrams or arrow diagrams. In these diagrams, we select a planar immersion 
of t he graph, with the order of the edges at each vertex specified by the Gauss 
code, label points along the edges according to the crossing sequences of the 
Gauss code, and then draw an arrow between each pair of occurrences of a label. 
The arrow is oriented from t he undercrossing edge to the overcrossing edge, and 
is labeled with the sign of the crossing. Once the arrows are drawn, the labels 
on the edges are redundant, and can be removed. Some examples are shown in 
Figure 8. 
In t he case of knots, t here is an obvious immersion of t he underlying graph-
the standard embedding of a circle in t he plane. For spatial graphs, t he sit uation 
is more complicated. In general, t here is no canonical choice for t he "simplest" 
immersion of t he graph, though generally we will t ry to minimize the number of 
crossings. But even if t he underlying graph has a planar embedding, t he order of 
t he edges at t he vert ices may prevent us from using it , as in the t hird example in 
Figure 8. So t he Gauss d iagram may have additional crossings, which we simply 
ignore. Nevert heless, the Gauss diagram is a useful tool for understanding the 
effects of Reidemeister moves on Gauss codes. 
T he classical Reidemeister moves (I)- (V) for spatial graphs induce corre-
sponding moves (i)- (v) on Gauss diagrams, shown in Figure 9. So if spatial 
graphs G I and G 2 are equivalent modulo t he Reidemeister moves (I)-(V), t hen 
their Gauss diagrams D 1 and D2 are equivalent modulo moves (i)- (v). 
However , t he correspondence between equivalence classes of classical spatial 
graphs and equivalence classes of Gauss codes (or Gauss diagrams) is not bi-
jective. Even when we are considering only shadows, not all Gauss codes can 
be realized by the shadow of some graph diagram- those that can be a re called 
realizab le or planar codes. An important problem in the study of Gauss codes is 
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(i) ~ --1 
(ii) ~__.II 
(iii)~--~ 
(iv) ~---1 < ---~ 
(v) ~-- {I 
Figure 9. Reidemeister moves for Gauss diagrams. 
to find a lgorithms for determining whether a Gauss code is realizable. For closed 
curves, t here are several algorithms ([1], [2], [10]); the authors have generalized 
t hese methods to general graphs ([3]). 
Virtual graph diagrams also have Gauss codes, produced in exactly t he same 
way, except t hat virt ual crossings are ignored (hence we say that t hey are not 
"real" crossings) . One motivation for studying virtual graph d iagrams is t hat 
t hey allow us to realize t he "unrealizable" Gauss codes. 
T HEOREM 1. Every Ga'USS code can be realized as the code for a virt'Ual 
graph diagram. 
P ROOF. We begin by embedding small neighborhoods of t he vert ices and 
t he crossings in t he plane, with t he crossings decorated by orientation and 
over/ under information. T he rest of t he diagram consists of arcs between the 
vert ices and crossings, and the Gauss code determines the endpoints and ori-
entations of these arcs. Simply draw in any collection of arcs with the desired 
endpoints, putting in virt ual crossings wherever t he arcs cross. T he result is a 
virtual graph diagram with t he desired Gauss code. D 
R EMARK. T his proof will most likely not yield the "best" virtual graph dia-
gram. It would be interesting (though undoubtedly d ifficult) to find an algorithm 
to produce a virt ua l graph diagram from a Gauss code with a minimal number of 
virt ual crossings. P resumably, find ing this minimal number, t he virt'Ual crossing 
number would be as diffic ult as fi nd ing the classical crossing number of a knot 
or graph d iagram. 
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So now we want to ask whether t he correspondence between virtual graph 
diagrams (modulo moves (I)- (V) and (I*)-(V*)) and Gauss diagrams (modulo 
moves (i)- (v)) is a bijection. In fact , we would like to define virt ual spatial graphs 
as simply equivalence classes of abstract Gauss codes modulo moves (i)- (v). How-
ever, while every virtual graph diagram has a well-defined Gauss code, it is pos-
sible for different diagrams to have the same Gauss code, so the inverse map may 
not be well-defined. To show that t his definition of a virtual spatial graph is the 
same as our origina l one, we need to show that two virtual graphs wit h the same 
Gauss code are virtually equivalent. 
REMARK . We can now see why the moves in Figure 5 are forbidden. While 
moves (I*)- (V*) do not affect the Gauss code, moves (VI*)- (VIII*) do change 
the Gauss code. iVIoves (VI*) and (VII*) change t he order of the edges around 
a vertex, while a move (VIII*) changes the order of two crossings along an edge. 
Allowing these moves would force us to expand our list of moves on Gauss codes. 
\\Te will call two virtual spatial graph diagrams D and D' virtually equivalent 
if D can be transformed into D' using ambient isotopies and Reidemeister moves 
of type (I)- (VI) and (I*)- (V*). 
THEOREM 2. If two virtual graph diagrams have the same Gauss code, then 
they are virtually equivalent. 
PROOF. Our proof follows the argument of the analogous t heorem for vir-
t ual knots ([4]) . Assume that D and £ are two virtual graph diagrams with 
the same Gauss codes, so they have t he same classical crossings, with the same 
local orientations and over/ under behavior. By an isotopy, we can assume that 
t hese classical crossings are in the same positions in the plane, and that a small 
neighborhood of t he crossings is t he same in both diagrams. The arcs connect ing 
these real crossings in each diagram contain only virt ual crossings. Say that t he 
crossings a and bare connected by the arc, in D and 8 in E . Since, and 8 have 
the same endpoints, and have only virtual crossings, , may be moved to 8 by 
purely virt ual local moves (i.e. moves (I*)- (VI*)) which do not change the Gauss 
code. Doing this in t urn with every arc in D results in a virtual equivalence 
between D and £, and completes t he proof. ::::J 
COROLLARY 1. If a virtual graph diagram has a Ga·uss code which is real-
izable. then it is virtually equivalent to a classical graph diagram. 
We have not addressed the important question of whether the theory of 
classical spatial graphs is a proper subset of the t heory of virtual spatial graphs, 
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t hough we conjecture t hat it is. 
CONJECTURE l. If two classical spatial graphs are virtually equivalent , 
t hen t hey are classically equivalent . 
T he corresponding result for virt ual knots depends on t he fact that the knot 
quandle (plus longitudes) is a complete knot invariant ([4]). W hile the q uandle 
can be generalized to spatial graphs (both virt ua l and classical, as we will see in 
t he next section ), it is not nearly so powerful. So it is not yet clear how to prove 
this conjecture in t he broader context of spatial gra phs. 
2.3. Forbidde n moves 
If we allow t he forbidden moves in F igure 5, t hen many more virt ua l graph 
diagrams become equivalent . In t he case of knots, allowing move (VIII*) trivi-
alizes t he t heory, and all virt ual knots become t riv ial ([6], [8]). However, when 
we look at virtual links or virtual graph d iagrams, t he effect is not quite so dras-
t ic. Oka bayashi has shown t hat two oriented virt ual 2-component links can be 
transformed into each other using forbidden moves as well as classical a nd virt ual 
Reidemeister moves if and only if t hey have the same linking number and vir-
tual linking number ([9]). Clearly then, \.Ve can find examples of two component 
virtual links t hat cannot be transformed into each other even if t he forbidden 
moves a re allowed . A similar result is a lso t rue of connected virtual graph dia-
grams (see Proposit ion 2 in Section 3.1). In t his section we will briefly comment 
on the effects of allowing t he forbidden moves. 
PROPOSIT IO. · l. Say that G is a virtual graph diagram with Gauss diagram 
D . Order the edges of G, and let Ai,J be the set of arrows in D with their tail 
on edge i and their head on edge j . If we allow move (VIII*) along with the 
moves f or virtual rigid vertex isotopies (moves (I)- (V) and (I*)- (V*)), then we 
can transform G ( and hence D ) such that: 
l. Every arrow of D has its endpoints on distinct edges of the graph. so A;_; 
is empty. 
2. The arrows in A ; .J are parallel and adjacent along both edges i and j. and 
all have the sam e sign. 
If we also allow moves (VI), (VI*) and (VII*) (so we allow pliable vertex iso-
topies) , then we can also ensure that: 
l. D has any desired ordering of the edges at each vertex. 
2. A i .J is empty whenever edges i and j are adjacent ( are incident to the same 
verte:r) . 
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PROOF. First , we will consider the effect of allowing the forbidden move 
(VIII*). Nelson [8] proves that, in terms of Gauss diagrams, the move (VIII*) 
allows us move the head or tail of an arrow past the head or tail of an adjacent 
arrow (on the same edge). This means that any a rrow in the Gauss diagram of 
a graph which has its head and tail on the same edge can be moved until the 
head and tail are adjacent , and then erased by move (I). So we can transform 
the Gauss diagram until A ;,; is empty for every edge i . 
Similarly, moving arrows past each other allows us to make all the arrows in 
A;,1 parallel and adjacent. If any pair of arrow in this set have opposite signs, 
then they cancel each other by move (II). So t he remaining a rrows all have the 
same sign. 
If, in addition, we allow move (VII*) (and therefore move (VI*)) , t hen we 
can transpose two neighboring edges around any vertex. If two edges i and j are 
adjacent at vertex v, t hen we can apply move (VII*) so that t hey are consecutive 
in the ordering of the edges around v . Using move (VIII*) , we can move any 
arrows in A ;,1 until there a re no other arrows between their endpoints and vertex 
v . Then we can use move (VI) (pliable vertex isotopy) to remove these arrows, 
leaving A ;,1 empty. After removing all these edges, ,ve can once again use move 
(VII*) to get any desired ordering of the edges around each vertex. 
QUESTION 1. What is the equivalence relation on virtua l graph diagrams 
(or t heir Ga uss diagrams) generated by allowing move (VI*) , but not move 
(VII*)? What if we allow (VI*) and (VIII*)? 
3. Invariants of virtual spatial graphs 
3 .1. The collection of virtual knots and links T(G) 
In view of t he large body of work on invariants of knots and links, a natural 
place to begin looking for invariants of spatial graphs, or virtual spatial graphs, is 
among the knots and links contained within the graph diagram. In part icular , we 
are interested in whether individual cycles of t he graph are knotted, and whether 
disjoint cycles (cycles which do not share any edges or vert ices) are linked. 
To formalize this, Kauffman [5] introduced a topological invariant of a spat ial 
graph (i. e. an invariant of pliable vertex isotopy) defined as t he collect ion of all 
knots and links formed by a local replacement at each vertex of the graph. Each 
local replacement joins two of t he edges incident to the vertex and leaves t he 
other edges as free ends (i.e. creates new vertices of degree one at t he end of each 
of the other edges) . Figure 10 shows the possible replacements for vertices of 
degree 3, 4 and 5. Choosing a replacement at each vertex of a graph G creates 
a link L( G) ( after erasing all unknotted arcs). T( G) is the collection of all links 
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Figure 10. 
T(O) {O} 
T((i)) {0,2J} 
T(~) = {O, &) } 
Local replacements of vertices. 
T(§) {0,00} 
T(§)= {O, ®} 
Figure 11. Examples of T( G) for virtual graph diagrams. 
L( G) for all possible choices of replacements. Kauffman showed that T( G) is a 
pliable vertex isotopy invariant of G ([5]). 
For virt ua l graphs, we can define T( G) in exactly the same way, except that 
it is now a collection of virtual links. Kauffman's proof easily generalizes to show 
that T( G) is also an invariant of virtual pliable vertex isotopy- in fact, T( G) is 
invariant under all our moves except for move (VIII*) (including the forbidden 
moves (VI*) and (VII*)) . F igure 11 gives examples of T(G) for some virtual 
spatial graphs. It is worth observing that , since the trefoil knot with a single 
virtual crossing is not equivalent to a classical knot (as can be seen using the 
Jones polynomial) , t he t hird example on the left is a virtual spatia l graph which 
is not equivalent to a classical spatial graph. 
Once we have defined T( G) , we can obtain invariants of t he virtual graph 
d iagram by applying common knot and link invariants to t he elements of T(G) . 
For example, we can compute the pairwise linking numbers for all t he links in 
T( G) by using the Gauss formula ( ½ (number of positive crossings) - ½ (number 
of negative crossings)) . If the links are virtual, these linking numbers may not 
be integers, but they are still invariant under all t he classical and virt ual 
Reidemeister moves. In fact , t he Gauss fo rmula is also invariant under t he for-
bidden moves (VI*), (VII*) and (VIII*). For example, t he two graphs on the 
right in Figure 11 have links in T( G) with different linking numbers, and so are 
inequivalent, even allowing the forb idden moves. This shows that t he forbidd en 
moves do not t rivialize virtual graph theory, as they do virt ual knot t heory. 
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jc 
b b 
jc 
A la la 
C = bab·' c = H'ab 
ba •... a, = l 
Figure 12. Wirtinger presentation of the fundamental group for a spatial graph. 
PROPOS ITION 2. There exists a connected abstract graph G that has two 
virtual graph diagrams which cannot be converted into each other even if all moves 
of Fig'ures 2, 4 and 5 are allowed. 
3.2. Fundamental group 
The fundamental group of a classical knot or spatial graph is t he fundamental 
group of its complement in S3 . Given a diagram for the knot or graph, this group 
can be given a presentation, the Wirtinger presentation, involving one generator 
for each arc in the diagram and one relation for each crossing or vertex, as shuwn 
in Figure 12. In the relation at the crossing, changing the direct ion of an edge 
interchanges the corresponding generator in t he word with its inverse. Kauffman 
[4] defined the fundamental group of a virtual knot by constructing a presenta t ion 
from a diagram using a generator for each arc between classical crossings, and 
a relation at each classical crossing. We will define the fund amental group of 
a virtual spatial graph in t he same way, by writ ing down a presentation with 
one generator for each arc between classical crossings ( or vertices) , and relations 
at each classical crossing or vertex (as shown in F igure 12) . An example is 
shown in F igure 13. It is easy to check that the fundamental group is invariant 
under moves (I)-(VI) in Figure 2 (so it is an invariant of spatial graphs up 
to pliable vertex isotopy). In fact , for a classical spatial graph, this is exactly 
t he same as the classical fundamental group of t he complement of the graph in 
!R3 . It is a lso easy to see that moves (I*)- (V*) in Figure 4 do not change any 
of t he generators or relations, and so the fundamental group is an invariant of 
virtual spatial graphs. However , all three of the forbidden moves in Figure 5 do 
change the fundamental group- in particular, moves (VI*) and (VII*) change 
the relation at a vertex. Examples of this effect are shown in Figure 20. T he first 
and fourth graphs are related by a move (VI*), but have different fundamental 
groups, while t he first and third graphs are related by a move (VII*), and also 
have different fundamental groups. Since moves (VIII*) t rivializes virtua l knot 
theory ([G], [8]), it also can alter the fundamental group. 
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adi"' = 1 
Jg·'c = I 
Relations 
e = ada·' 
b = eae·' 
c = e·'be 
f= h"'eh 
h = e ·'ge 
i = b"'hb 
Figure 13. Fundamental group of a virtual spatial graph. 
3.3. Virtual graph quandle 
T he quandle is a combinatorial knot invariant that was generalized to virt ual 
knots by Kauffman [4], and strengthened by Manturov [7] . Ivlod ifying i'viant urov's 
approach, we can construct a similar invariant for virtual spatial graphs, though 
for general graphs t his invariant is less potent than in t he case of knots. 
Let i\lJ be a set with one symbol fo r each arc in a diagram of G. Furt her, 
let M' have an operation o, an involut ion a --> a, and an invertible function f. 
Construct t he set X of all words in t he elements of NJ using o, a and f. Given 
an integer d, the free quandle on M with degreed, denoted Q(JVI:d) , is formed 
from X by quotienting out t he relations listed below. Following each relation, 
we note the Reidemeister move(s) t hat force that relation. 
To encode information about t he diagram G, we form t he virtual graph 
quandle Q(G) from Q(M: d) by adding relations for each classical and v irtual 
crossing as in Figure 14. In addition, we require t hat all arcs meeting in a vertex 
be labeled as in Figure 15. T hat is, we ident ify the labels of two arcs entering 
the vertex, and we identify t he label of an a rc entering the vertex with t he bar of 
t he label of an arc leaving the vertex. This restriction at the vertices is needed 
to ensure invariance under move (IV). Adding these relations gives t he virtual 
graph quandle, an invariant of t he v irt ua l spatial graph G which we will denote 
Q(M: d: ri) where M is the set of labels, d is t he degree off defined below. and 
r; are the relations arising from the vertices and crossings. Note t hat just as with 
groups, such a presentation of a quandle is not unique, and determining whether 
two such presentations denote the same quan<lle is likely to be very difficult. 
However, in some cases it is easy to see that quandles are disti11ct, see Figure 17. 
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b aob 
X 
a b 
Figure 14. The virtual quandle crossing relations. 
a a 
a 
Figure 15. The virtual quandle relation at a vertex. 
The first three relations are necessary for invariance under Reidemeister 
moves on the edges of G, and are the same as the relations needed for the knot 
quandle. 
a o a= a. (I) 
(a o b)o b = (a o b) o b=a. (II) 
(aob)oc= (aoc) o (b oc) . (III) 
We now need to add relations to give invariance under classical Reidemeister 
moves involving a vertex. Let d = gcd(d1 , d2 , . .. , dk) , where di is t he valence of 
vertex i. 
( ( b o a) o a) ... o a) = ( ( b o a) ... o a) = b 
where a occurs d times. 
(a o b) = a o b. 
aoa = a. 
(a)= a. 
(IV) 
(IV) 
(V), (VI) 
(V), (VI) 
T he fo llowing relations ensure invariance under the virtual Reidemeister 
moves. Notice that clue to t he labeling rule of F igure 14, Q( G) is already in-
variant under moves (I*), (II*), and (III*). 
fd(b) = b. (IV*) 
f(a) = f(a) , J- 1(a) = r 1(a). (V*) 
J(a o b) = J(a) o f(b) . (V*) 
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b 
aob!f\aob 
b--------
a a a a 
a 
/--l\ 
a a a 
Figure 16. Invariance under (IV). T he argument is similar fo r other choices of 
orientation. 
Figure 17. Q (G 1) = Q(a;4) and Q(G2) = Q(a;4; J (a) = a). 
Figure 16 demonstrates the invariance of Q( G) under Reidemeister move 
(IV). For the left side, we use ( ( b o a) o a) · · · o a) = b to show invariance. and 
for the right , a o b = (a o b) to show that the vertex relat ion is still satisfied. 
Invariance under the other Reidemeister moves can be checked in a similar man-
ner. F igure 17 depicts two virt ual spat ial graphs that a re distinguished by their 
quandles. 
3.4. Yamada polynomia l 
Yamada introduced a polynomial invariant R of spatial graphs in [11]. In 
this section we will review t he defin ition of this invariant, and show t hat it can 
be extended to an invariant of virt ual spat ial graphs. 
Yamada·s polynomial fo r an undirected graph G can be defined combinatorial-
ly using skein relations as the unique polynomial R( G)(A) which satisfies the 
fo llowing formulas: 
1. R(X) = AR()() + A- 1 R(X) + R(X) . 
2. R(G) = R(G\e) + R(G/e), where e is a nonloop edge in G, G\c is the 
result of deleting e. and G / e is the result of contracting e. 
3. R(G 1 U G2) = R(G , )R(G2) , where U denotes disjoint un ion. 
4. R(G, V G2) = -R(G,)R(G2 ) , where G 1 V G2 is the graph obtained by 
joining G I and G2 at any single vertex. 
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O) R(r) = A
2
R ( I) 
R ( r) = A-2R ( I ) 
M R(~) = (-A)"R(rA1) 
R(~) = (-AfR(rA1) 
(VI) 
R(~) =-AR(><)- (A 2+ A)R(}<) 
R (;c<) =-A-R(><)- (A-2+ A-')R(}<) 
Figure 18. Behavior of R(G) under moves (I), (V) and (VI). 
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5. R(Bn) = -( -cr)n, where En is t hen-leafed bouquet of circles and er 
A + 1 + A- 1 . In part icular , if G is a single vertex, R(G) = R(Bo) = - 1. 
6. R(0) = l. 
Using these skein relations, R( G) can be computed by reducing the graph G 
to a bouquet of circles. R( G) is an invariant of spatial graphs up to regular rigid 
vertex isotopy, meaning that it is invariant under moves (II), (III) and (IV) in 
F igure 2, but not moves (I), (V) or (VI) ([11]). The behavior of R under these 
moves a re shown in Figure 18 (see [11]): 
From these fo rmulas we see that we can obtain an invariant of rigid vertex 
isotopy (invariance under moves (I)- (V)) by defining R(G) = (- A)-m R(G), 
where m is t he smallest power of A in R( G). T his will still not be invariant 
under move (VI), however, so it is not an invariant of pliable vertex isotopy. T he 
exception is ·when the maximum degree of the vertices of the graph is 3 or less. 
since a move of type (VI) on a vertex of degree 3 is equivalent to a move of type 
(V) followed by a move of type (I). So if the maximum degree of t he vertices is 3 
or less, R( G) is an invariant of pliable vertex isotopy. Figure 20 gives an example 
to show that R(G) is not an invariant of pliable vertex isotopy when there is a 
vertex of degree 4 or more. 
In the case of virtua l spatial graphs we can use exactly the same skein re-
lations to compute R(G) and R(G), simply by ignoring virt ua l crossings. The 
only difference is t hat we may end up with a virtual bouquet- a bouquet of 
circles with only virtual crossings, as in Figure 19. We will simply ignore the 
virtual crossings. In other words , if G is a virtual bouquet of n circles. t hen 
R(G) = R(Bn) = - (- cr)n. As in the classical case, R(G) will be an invariant of 
regular rigid vertex isotopy, and R( G) will be an invariant of rigid vertex isotopy 
( unless the maximum degree of the vertices is 3, in which case it is an invariant 
of p liable vertex isotopy as before). 
Using this definition, it is easy to see that the Yamada polynomial R( G) and 
the normalized polynomial R( G) will be invariant under moves (VI*) and (VII*) 
in F igure 5, unlike the fundamental group. Figure 20 gives four diagrams G of 
I (:, (the complete graph on fi ve vertices) , together with their fundamental groups 
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Figure 19. A virtua l bouquet of circles. 
:t,(G) = z. z. z. z . z. z n,(G) - Z • Z • Z • Z • Z • Z 
R(G)=-1-2A-A '- 6A 1+ 4A'-IOA ' 
.,. 5A '- 13A1+ 3A 1-7A ' + 2A 10- A11 
Q(G) = Q(a; 4; a= a) 
rc
1
(G) • Z • Z • Z • Z • Z 2 
R(G) • 1 · A + 8A 2 + 2A,+2IA'.,.. 7A' 
+ 21A ' + 2A 1 + 8A 1 - A ' +A 10 
Q(G) • Q(a; 4; a • a) 
n 1(G) = Z • Z • Z • <a. b. c I abc • cba> 
i(G} .;;; 1 · A+ 8A 2 + 2A'+ 21.A'+ 1A' 
.,. 21A'+ 2A 1+ 8A'-A' +A 10 
Q(G) = Q(a; 4; a = •.f1a) = a) 
R(G) = 1-A + 8A 1 - 2A,+21A'+1A ) 
+ 21A •+ 2A 7+ 8A 1 -A ' + A10 
Q(G) = Q(a; 4; a = o,f(a) = a ) 
l'tl(G) = z. z. z. z. z l 
R(G) • -1 ·SA· 23A' ·S IA '. 106A'· l42A ' - 172A ' 
- 142A 1 - 106A'· SIA'· 23A 10 - 5A 11 - A 12 
Q(G) • Q(a; 4; a • o.f(a) • a ) 
Figure 20. Compa ring the funda menta l group, Yamada polynomia l and quandle. 
1r1 (G) , normalized Yamada polynomials R(G) and quandles Q(G) . 
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